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Abstract: Relates to various aspects of philosophy, religion, and the sciences.
Creator: Yurchenko, Ivan.

Access
The collection is open for research; materials must be requested at least two business days in advance of intended use.

Publication Rights
For copyright status, please contact the Hoover Institution Archives.

Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], Ivan Yurchenko writings, [Box no., Folder no. or title], Hoover Institution Archives.

Acquisition Information
Acquired by the Hoover Institution Archives in 1973.

Accruals
Materials may have been added to the collection since this finding aid was prepared. To determine if this has occurred, find the collection in Stanford University's online catalog at http://searchworks.stanford.edu/. Materials have been added to the collection if the number of boxes listed in the catalog is larger than the number of boxes listed in this finding aid.

Biographical Note
Russian émigré in the United States.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Medicine.
Philosophy.
Religion.
Russia.
Russians--United States.
Science.
United States.

Box 1  1-15, Passport
Box 2  16-39
Box 3  40-59
Box 4  60-78
Box 5  79-99
Box 6  100-119
Box 7  120-139
Box 8  140-160
Box 9  161-179
Box 10  180-199
Box 11  200-219
Box 12  220-239
Box 13  240-256
Box 14  257-279
Box 15  280-299
Box 16  300-319
Box 17  320-339
Box 18  340-359
Box 19  360-379
Box 20  380-399
Box 21  400-404  
        406-408  
        410-422, 436  
Box 22  442-444, 457, 460, 462, 463, 466, 513, 516, 518, 519, 547, 596, 599, 602, 603, 626, 662, 669, 683, 684, 686  
Box 23  I - VI  
Box 24  VI - X  
Box 25  XI - XX, Miscellaneous notes, Autobiography, XIV - Teosifika (Interesnaiia kniga) copy of inventory  
Box 26  VOS'MERITSA  
        Tetrad' III, Kniga 3  
        Tetrad' I (Vvedenie v filosofiiu)  
        Tetrad' II (Vvedenie v religiiu)  
        Tetrad' IV, Kniga 4  
        Tetrad' V (Vvedenie)  
        Tetrad' VII, XI Sochinenie, Kniga 7  
        Tetrad' IV, Kniga 4  
        Tetrad' IX (Vvedenie v droidizm)  
        Tetrad' XII (Sochinenie), Kniga I  
        Tetrad' XII, Sochinenie XII, Kniga XI  
        Tetrad' XII (Sochinenie), Kniga 3  
        Tetrad' VIII, Kniga 10 (Vvedenie v Teosofiivu)  
        Sochinenie XI, Kniga 10 (Vvedenie v Teosofiivu)  
        Sochinenie XII, Kniga (Al'fa i Omega)  
        Sochinenie XII, Kniga 5  
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